Nickel-Titanium Closed-coil Springs
Evaluation of the clinical plateau
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In this in vitro study, we tested 10 types of springs from 5 manufacturers. We performed a simulation of the clinically relevant action of the spring during its application and treatment of the patient. For determining the deactivation plateau, we developed an innovative statistical method, making it feasible to precisely find and evaluate the necessary clinically relevant parameters of all types of NiTi SE closed-coil springs in the market. In terms of the application simplicity, the 3M 12 and 3M 9 springs proved to be the most suitable.
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Nickel-titanium (NiTi) super-elastic (SE) closed-coil springs are used in fixed orthodontic treatment to move teeth. They are particularly useful when a wide working range under constant force is required, and NiTi springs close gaps faster and more fluently than do elastic modules [1-4].

Mechanical properties of a SE closed-coil spring depend on its design [5], i.e., geometry, and its material [5], i.e., type of NiTi alloy and its properties.

The uncommon features, for which the NiTi super-elastic (SE) closed-coil springs are distinguished, stem from the ability of the NiTi alloy to transform the inner crystal structure between a martensitic phase (M, martensite) and an austenitic phase (A, austenite).

The deformation stress necessary for A-to-M transition is higher than the one needed for M-to-A transition under given strain. This phenomenon is called mechanical hysteresis. It applies also for transformations induced by temperature, when it is called thermal hysteresis [6-9].

A superelastic coil spring produces nearly constant force over a large range of deformations called the plateau [10]. The model stress-strain diagram (fig. 1) shows that there are actually two plateaus, one during activation (A-to-M) and one during deactivation (M-to-A). And since the superelastic closed-coil springs are designed to pull (the tooth; the spring is getting shorter), the crucial part from a clinician’s point of view is the deactivation plateau, sometimes referred to as the clinical plateau [11], (M-to-A) (fig. 1, marked by crosses).

In clinical practice, the force measured during the deactivation plateau varies between NiTi closed-coil springs from various manufacturers, even if the nominal force levels are identical. Only some NiTi SE coil springs show a force-change during the deactivation lower than 50 g (0.491 N) [12,13]. Complicating matters further, the plateau is only found within certain extension or activation limits. Moreover, since the deactivation plateau is typically not flat, there is no consensus as to where the force level should be measured - at the start, at the middle or at the end of the plateau?

There are several suppliers offering various ranges of NiTi coil springs classified by the length of the spring and nominal force but only some of them declare the values of nominal forces exerted by the particular springs. Moreover, none of the suppliers provide all the deactivation plateau parameters (i.e., max, min: force, spring extension, activation (spring) length; extension range; slope) necessary for orthodontists so they can make relevant decisions in clinical practice.

![Fig. 1. A typical stress-strain curve for NiTi springs. The activation plateau is marked by gray dots. The deactivation plateau is marked by crosses.](image-url)
Also, the current methods to determine and evaluate the deactivation plateau [11,14,15] have their substantial shortcomings. For instance, they do not allow to evaluate 1) springs with minimal mechanical hystereses, 2) springs that cannot achieve full transformation to the martensite state without damage, 3) springs with significantly unbalanced force curves in the vicinity of the deactivation plateau, or 4) springs with very large deactivation plateaus. The issues of evaluation methods and the determination of the parameters of the deactivation plateau (i.e., force and extension range, slope of the force of the deactivation plateau - force stability) have not yet been successfully resolved. In clinical practice, this may result in a quite random choice of spring type, leading to the risk of applying a force that is either too low or too high.

The purpose of this study was to identify the parameters of the NiTi SE closed-coil springs’ deactivation plateau mentioned above and the methodology of their evaluation to enable orthodontists to make relevant decisions in clinical practice.

**Experimental part**

**Test springs**

We tested ten different types of springs from five manufacturers (GAC, 3M, Dentaurum, OrthoOrganizers, AmericanOrthodontics) (table 1). For each type of spring, we performed a number of stability [16] and destructive tests to discover the optimal plateau phase deployment and measurement limits for safe spring operation. Fifteen samples of each spring type were tested.

**Test procedures**

We performed a simulation of the clinically relevant action of the spring during its application and treatment of the patient. At a constant temperature of 37°C, the NiTi closed-coil springs were activated to their specific maximum extension for safe operation (table 1, Cycles maximum extension (mm)) and then deactivated back to their original spring length. During the test, we measured and recorded the applied force, the spring extension, and the ambient temperature.

**Test equipment**

For testing, we used a Universal testing system Instron 3343 for measuring force and extension. The load frame was equipped with a ±10 N static load cell (fig. 2). To maintain constant conditions of measurement, measuring appliances were terminated by hooks with sharp arches in order to prevent the springs from moving or rotating against the axis of measurement. A thermostat water bath, into which the test coil springs were immersed during measurement, was controlled by a Julabo F 25 thermostat. The accuracy of the temperature set was ±0.1°C.

**Statistical analysis**

Measurement data were processed and statistically evaluated with the help of MS Excel 2007 (Microsoft Corp, Redmond WA, USA) and NCSS 2007 (Hintze, J. (2007). NCSS 2007. NCSS LLC, Kaysville, Utah, USA. www.ncss.com). We compared the individual spring parameters with selected corresponding parameter limits. We used D’Agostino Omnibus Test to test normality of the distribution for each spring parameter. Since for each tested parameter the normality of the distribution was rejected in at least one of the spring types, we opted for using the Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test because it does not presuppose a normal distribution.

For determining and finding the deactivation plateaus, we used the following procedure, briefly described in the four step pictorial instruction (fig. 3) as well. We calculated the slopes among all pairs of consecutive measuring points in the deactivation part of the working curve. We found the maximum and minimum of the slopes. The obtained interval we then divided into a number of equally spaced subintervals. We chose six for the number of subintervals, because this proved to provide a good compromise between granularity and stability of results. From the slope

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Manufacturer</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Catalog number</th>
<th>Nominal force (g)</th>
<th>Nominal length (mm)</th>
<th>Cycles maximum extension (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3M</td>
<td>American</td>
<td>Medium 200 g</td>
<td>344-200</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AO</td>
<td>Orthodontics</td>
<td>0.030 in/0.76 mm</td>
<td>055-180</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DB</td>
<td>Dentaurum</td>
<td>Tomas coil spring light (blue)</td>
<td>302-012-00</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dy</td>
<td>Dentaurum</td>
<td>Tomas coil spring medium (yellow)</td>
<td>302-012-10</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OAC L</td>
<td>GAC</td>
<td>Light (100 g)</td>
<td>10-008-83</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OAC H</td>
<td>GAC</td>
<td>Heavy (200 g)</td>
<td>10-008-81</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OC</td>
<td>OrthoOrganizers</td>
<td>0.010x0.030 (200 g)</td>
<td>100-622</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3M12</td>
<td>American</td>
<td>Medium 200 g</td>
<td>346-200</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AO12</td>
<td>Orthodontics</td>
<td>0.030 in/0.76 mm</td>
<td>085-181</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCO12</td>
<td>OrthoOrganizers</td>
<td>0.010x0.030 (200 g)</td>
<td>100-623</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Fig. 2. Photo of testing equipment](image)
dataset, we created a frequency distribution table using these subintervals. The subinterval containing the left-most local frequency maximum we call the crucial interval. If there were two consecutive subintervals with similar frequency values in maximum, we always chose the lower one. Then the measuring points considered to belong to the deactivation plateau are those whose slope to the next measuring point is equal to or less than the upper boundary of the crucial interval. Otherwise put, the plateau consists of all the measuring points contributing to the crucial interval or to the subintervals left from it. Consequently, the beginning of the deactivation plateau corresponds to the measuring point in the plateau area with the largest extension. The end of the deactivation plateau corresponds to the measuring point in the plateau area with the smallest extension. Applying linear regression, the slope of the curve’s deactivation plateau was investigated, defined to be equal to the slope of the regression line.

Results and discussions

Evaluation of the deactivation plateau: general observations

Three different force curve types were observed during the measurements (fig. 4). The GAC H had a short minimum activation length necessary to reach its deactivation plateau, a relatively flat slope, a medium extension range of the deactivation plateau, and a large mechanical hysteresis. The AO 9 had a large minimum activation length necessary to reach its deactivation plateau, a steep slope, a short extension range of the deactivation plateau, and a medium mechanical hysteresis. The 3M 9 had a short minimum activation length necessary to reach its deactivation plateau, a medium slope, a large extension range of the deactivation plateau, and a minimal mechanical hysteresis.

Evaluation of the deactivation plateau: extension and activation range, force, force stability

The data show considerable inter-sample variability with respect to all the evaluated parameters of the deactivation plateau (i.e., extension and activation range, force, and force stability) (table 2).

The springs GAC L, GAC H, OO 9, OO 12, and 3M 12 had their respective nominal forces (as declared by the manufacturer, table 1) within the range of their deactivation plateau - Force (N); from to in table 2. The spring 3M 9 did not show its nominal force within the range of its deactivation plateau; the maximum force of its deactivation plateau - Force (N); to in table 2 - was significantly (p<0.002) below its nominal force. The springs 3M 9, 3M 12, GAC L, and OO 12 showed their force falling significantly (p<0.05) below the nominal force (as declared by the manufacturer, table 1) within the deactivation plateau - Force (N); from in table 2. The nominal force was not specified by the manufacturer for the springs AO 9, D b, D y, and AO 12 (table 1).

The 3M 9 had the shortest minimum spring extension (0.38 (0.38–0.40) mm) necessary to reach its deactivation plateau - Spring extension (mm); from in table 2. The springs 3M 9,3M 12, Dy, GAC L, and GAC H had minimum spring extensions significantly (p<0.001) below 1.00 mm. The springs AO 9, OO 9, AO 12, and OO 12 had minimum spring extensions significantly (p<0.002) above 4.00 mm. The OO 12 had the largest minimum spring extension (9.20 (8.60–9.40) mm).

The D y had the shortest minimum activation length (the distance between its two eyelets - Activation (spring) length (mm); from in table 2) necessary to reach its deactivation plateau (8.78 (8.78–8.80) mm). The springs 3M 9, D b, D y, GAC L, and GAC H had minimum activation lengths significantly (p<0.001) below 10.00 mm. The
springs AO 12 and OO 12 had minimum activation lengths significantly (p<0.001) above 19.00 mm. The OO 12 had the largest minimum activation length 21.20 (20.60–21.40) mm.

The 3M 12 had the largest extension range (22.81 (22.40–23.01) mm) of the deactivation plateau - Extension range (mm) in table 2. The springs 3M 12 and 3M 9 had their extension range of the deactivation plateau significantly (p<0.001) larger than 10 mm - Spring extension (mm); from to in table 2. The AO 9 had the shortest extension range (4.60 (4.40–4.60) mm) of the deactivation plateau.

The GAC L had the lowest slope (0.02 (0.02 – 0.02) Nmm⁻¹) of the deactivation plateau - Slope (Nmm⁻¹) in table 2. The AO 9 had the highest slope (0.22 (0.22–0.22) Nmm⁻¹) of the deactivation plateau.

**Evaluation of the springs**

We tested 10 types of springs from 5 manufacturers under clinically relevant conditions. In this *in vitro* study, in terms of the application simplicity (i.e., ease of use), the 3M 12 and 3M 9 springs are the most suitable, i.e., they have sufficiently short minimum activation length, short minimum spring extension necessary to reach its deactivation plateau, and extension range of the deactivation plateau as large as possible.

For the spring 3M 9 there is a serious discrepancy between the declared nominal force value and the measured force value. For the springs AO 9, D b, D y, and AO 12, the nominal force has not been declared by the manufacturer.

We have developed a universal and objective statistical method for determining the deactivation plateau, making it feasible to precisely find and evaluate the necessary clinically relevant parameters of tested springs. And since the tested springs represents all types of NiTi super-elastic (SE) closed-coil springs (fig. 4), this evaluation method is applicable to all types of springs in the market. It overcomes the problems that beset current methods [11,14,15] of spring evaluation. The method can also be applied in specific cases such as springs with minimum mechanical hysteresis (e.g., 3M 9 in fig. 4), springs which cannot achieve full transformation to the martensite state without damage, or springs with significantly unbalanced force curves in the vicinity of the deactivation plateau (e.g., GAC H in fig. 4), or springs with a very large deactivation plateau (e.g., 3M 12 - Spring extension (mm); from to in table 2). It can even be applied for any desired maximum spring extension in cases where the force curve of the spring changes with the maximum extension of the spring (i.e., specifically springs with very large hysteresis - e.g., GAC H in fig. 4).
There are, however, certain limitations to our study. The study provides implications and conclusions for clinical practice based on in vitro observations of thermomechanical properties of nickel-titanium closed-coil springs, but it does not address the underlying causes of the thermomechanical properties, which are an issue for producers and material researchers rather than for a common orthodontist. The purpose of this study was to identify the parameters of the deactivation plateau of NiTi SE closed-coil springs and the methodology of their evaluation. Such information is crucial for orthodontists. However, it still needs to evaluate another crucial spring parameter—the hysteresis. Because only the springs with minor hysteresis and low temperature dependence of force can provide balanced action of forces and thus prevent adverse effects (e.g., root resorption) resulting from...